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Editorial

The cover for this issue, INGESTION, is drawn from Nia Fekri’s video work, Mother’s
Apricot Compote. In this film, food is psychically charged with ghosts, even as scenes
of eating are spare and hardly the point. Instead, Fekri is more interested in the details
that set eating in motion: dribbles of apricot juice described in voiceover, spirals of fruit
peels carved in the dark, text-fragments speaking of streets once-familiar but no
longer; a tongue-tied field; a house that screams. This is, after all, a film in diaspora.
In the face of perpetual undoing and redoing–structured by the demands of capital and
labor, colonialism and war, migration and displacement–fragments of near-motionless
scenes suspend time, beckoning to be re-enchanted. Much like the laborious process
of peeling and dicing fruit for compote, these ruins of memory come to life through
motions in infinite repetition, until sticky images of yesterday simmer into an uneasy
dream, a dream of eating that possesses and consumes.

Still from Nia Fekri’s Mother’s Apricot Compote
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This dreamlike, peripatetic attention to eating in Fekri’s film offers a way into ingestion
as a framework. If eating has been reappropriated for expressing life in capitalism’s
terms—think commodity consumption, or food-as-fuel pragmatism—then ingestion
recenters the body’s timeline as the wavering axis on which life unfolds. The way a
gulp gets caught in the throat, or a last mouthful stretches the stomach taut, the syllabic
slip from ingestion to indigestion reminds us of surprising or painful entanglements
that arise as we move from point A to point B, today to tomorrow, in the passage from
subsistence to sustenance. Eating, as ingestion counters, is no neutral biological ritual,
but a social act that takes place in a field of power, a plot twist unfolding between the
eater and the eaten.

As critical food studies scholar Kyla Wazana Tompkins writes in her book Racial
Indigestion, both ingestion and indigestion as political processes speak powerfully to
the way minoritized bodies are “inevitably associated with excretion, abjection, and
expulsion from the social body.” In Fekri’s film, return to a once-familiar place for
subjects who are diasporic or dysphoric, dislocated or displaced, ultimately stages the
reversal whereby the eater becomes the eaten—but regurgitated. Toward the end,
one speaker says, “Myself, when I go back, when I walk in the streets, streets I knew
so well, the streets have forgotten me. Somehow the streets I knew so well refuse
me….”

These experiences of expulsion do not signify the “uncanny” so much as they are an
ugly outcome, logical to living in the shadow of slavery, imperialism and colonialism,
and racial capitalism. If the built environment operates through the absorption and
expulsion of racialized, gendered, and sexed bodies according to their productive and
reproductive value, then it is no wonder that making a living is subject to compulsory
scripts of bodily conditioning–how to walk down the street, smile at a judge, or cross
one’s legs in an office building. In our interview with performance artist and
choreographer jas lin, lin puts to language the rituals of undisciplining and retraining
one’s body out of socialized postures. While Fekri’s film externalizes indigestion into
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a screaming house, a regurgitating street, lin’s work invokes exorcism as a means to
digest indigestion, which emerges in their practice as a diagnosis, pointing to where
our bodies can no longer tolerate the intolerable. By inviting repetitive bodily motion to
unstick what is stuck, lin’s work with habituated gestures aims to “exorcise, as in
release, as in purge.” As lin says of their performance, “Each repetition would invite
more distortion, and also invite more honesty, more ugliness … the ugliness that is
underneath.”

If ugliness puts the well-socialized subject ill at ease, uneasiness offers a portal back
to one’s body. After all, what is it to be well-socialized if not well-dissociated? And what
is dissociation, if not a somatic tool co-opted by a possessive economy, to induce
passive reproduction of whole systems that hunger for, eat up all of one’s time, energy,
and savings? If ingestion destabilizes the idea of bodily wholeness and integrity, of
what’s in and what’s out, then indigestion reminds us that this destabilization is a
profoundly somatic experience, moving through both the digestive and nervous
systems, reverberating in how we determine pleasure from poison. As Tompkins
writes, indigestion “is a sign of what happens when the metabolic process is reversed,
when the bowels speak back to the stomach.” Somatic upset–what lin calls the I don’t
wanna, I don’t wanna, I don’t wanna feeling–is a powerful if tumultuous means of
coming to terms with one’s body following a long spell of dissociation. Wherever
misalignment, misrecognition, misidentification might bubble up in the body and the
body politic, somatic upset marks the limits of sucking it up and swallowing it down.

In curating this fifth issue of Fruit, we were pulled to pieces that toed these limits, taking
up ingestion as a literal and metaphorical process that decomposes and recomposes
inside and out, body and surround, self and other, to often fickle effect. In Hieu
Nguyen’s “Hey what’s up,” for instance, an encounter with a lover’s “infrared heat”
transforms the desiring body from hungry to harried in just a few lines. Similarly
distracted, a banana in Gabrielle Fullam’s poem is a quick fix for an otherwise
unresolved relationship, while Silas Chen longs for “no ice, next time,” for an ever-
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more perfect date of dessert salad on the swings. In Stuart Rawlinson’s piece, food is
the recurring stuff of daytime labor and daytime dreams; or, as in Caleb Nichols’s
erasure poems, occasion for a decomposing reality check. In K Blair’s piece, secondguessing plans for dinner between queer kin raises a deeper question about whom to
let into one’s kitchen. Prerana Kumar’s “Housewarming” explores how labors of love
can transform a screaming house into a home, which cannot be built by “any body that
might press / lips to its fresh paint” but by achamma “dropping hewn fruit into a pot …
moaning praises to the roof she hopes / will hold vigil over some bodies.”

For many of these pieces, acts of ingestion surface the tense continuum between care
and cruelty. Food emerges as no privileged medium of forging kin, but rather, the
trigger unearthing generational shame, guilt, and projection. In arlo yaa’s “Memory,”
for instance, devouring by sight activates a punishing response, which sends shame
deep into the body only to bubble back up. Yet for Maria Gerdyman, this bubbling up
is not wholly painful, but holds a twinge of magic, as with a carsick grandmother who
catches her own barf in her hands, taking up the dredges “twilight style.” Aanchal
Saraf’s essay on the intimate and imperial circulations of ginger illuminates that, in a
world drawn across the thin line between desiring and conquering, sometimes
expulsion is the only way through. The body’s refusal might manifest, as in Bradley
David’s poem, as a rejection of “taste”; whereas instances of coerced eating in
Sumedh Jog’s piece, or a cook taken for granted in Murphy’s piece, foreground cruelty
and care as devastating bedfellows, a truth that catalyzes an unspooling of grief.

These pieces explore rituals of ingestion as acts of control; as gestures of longing; as
expressions of need to feel at home in one’s body even, or especially, when home
feels unhomely. As Fekri’s work observes, “You can’t put yesterday’s streets in the
cupboards, but your mother’s apricot compote… you can.” The muckiness of this
desire for a place, a person, a feeling to call home, provides no clean resolution–only
an ever-unfolding map of circumstances and choices, and a push and pull between
lin’s I don’t wanna and an I wanna feeling to see us through. Oliver Rose Brown names
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this tug-of-war in “That Hunger”: “Self betrayal is exquisite and I am glutted on the
stuff.” Their piece traces this first year of gluttedness on T, a forever-transition that
takes them through pursuit after pursuit of “everything that makes me feel like a
cowboy in snakeskin boots.” Our appetites, the pieces in this issue remind, have
something to tell us. As Brown’s piece offers, “There is always a path home to yourself,
and it begins with blind animal faith.”

Madeleine Han & Irene Hsu
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jas lin in Conversation with Madeleine Han and Irene
Hsu

During the early days of the pandemic, jas lin (林思穎) hosted a series of virtual
movement workshops called Morning Exorcise inviting participants to engage in openended “embodiment tasks”: to touch two limbs that had never before met, to close their
eyes and move as if rooting themselves like trees in the earth, to borrow from and
build on one another’s choreography until moving in sync, generating a shared,
spontaneous, and heterogeneous ecosystem. With an œuvre ranging from Morning
Exorcise to choreography for artists like Melanie Martinez and Mitski, lin’s work
engages movement as a practice of deep attention to our bodies and as an act of
radical imagination. Approaching the body as a medium for unlearning the unwitting
choreographies we practice in our everyday habits, rituals, and dreams, lin wields
movement as a practice for “shutting down internal and external surveillance cameras
that suggest there is a Proper way to move through the world.” lin, a queer, 1.5generation Taiwanese/American performance and movement artist, spoke during our
interview about moving through pandemic quarantine in an (un)familiar home,
engaging the body as a means to tracing the genealogy of who we are, and of gifting
our ugly feelings the limelight–which, in Lin’s words, are “not ugly but just true and part
of one’s whole.”
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Photo of Morning Exorcise score, courtesy of artist

FRUIT: You started a series of workshops during the pandemic called Morning
Exorcise. Could you tell us more about where this came from?

JAS: Once the pandemic started and I was quarantining at my parents’ place, I made
[the backyard] a place for my morning ritual where I would have breakfast outside, and
read or meditate or dance. After the first month, I started having a desire to share that
practice with other people, stemming from having conversations with friends who felt
really disconnected from their bodies. Because I was taking some Zoom classes, I
would refer friends to online classes, but people would take those online classes and
say that they didn’t feel comfortable, either because the class was taught in a way that
assumed that the participants had dance experience, or weren’t welcoming in terms
of using gendered language and not respecting pronouns.
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I had all of this time on my hands, and I thought, let me try to open up a space for my
friends. Morning Exorcise, the name, comes from a performance I did in 2019 that was
inspired by the morning exercises in China called 早操–that stuff usually comes up on
the intercom, and then everybody does their morning exercises in school. Being
inspired by the ritual of doing that every morning, I used repetition in this performance
as a way to induce a trancelike or an altered state, in order to exorcise, as in release,
as in purge. In the original performance, some of the repetitive gestures I would do
were day-to-day habitual gestures in academic or office space–sitting down, or typing
at a computer–and ballet steps. I would start moving faster and faster, and start to
glitch, and fatigue. Each repetition would invite more distortion, and also invite more
honesty, more ugliness, because I think in the performance of ballet, or in the
performance of being a social being, I’m interested in the ugliness that is underneath,
which is not ugly but just true and part of one’s whole.

I was taking this idea and noticing I was in these cycles of habitualized movements in
quarantine and sitting at the computer a lot, and moving through the same space
everyday, and thinking about the way that architecture affects the way that you are in
your body. It’s easy to forget all the different pathways there are when you’re used to
the same path from your sofa to your kitchen, and the normal spaces where you sit
and read, and do certain things. I wanted Morning Exorcise to be a way for myself and
everybody else to shake up their mornings, and be reminded of all the agency and
possibility we have, even in a limited space and in quarantine. For example, in the
workshops, we did an exercise where we were touching body parts that don’t normally
get to meet. Even that was a portal of opening neural pathways to remind you of the
various possibilities and pathways that exist from moment to moment.
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Photo of Chrysanthemum Dream (performance, 2022) by Hon Hoang

FRUIT: I hadn’t thought about Morning Exorcise as a counter-ritual to these passive
rituals we’ve developed, whether in our homes or workplaces. In recent years, you’ve
mentioned to me and Irene how you’ve moved away from “dance” toward something
closer to what you call “movement” and “performance.” Could you talk more about
what this shift has meant for you?

JAS: Perhaps any sort of dance comes with a feeling of stuckness, because there are
rules, and right and wrong ways of moving. For example, in ballet, you use the pointed
foot and the turned out foot–the pinky toe should be rotating outward, rather than
inward, which is called a biscuit. But biscuits are great! Even hands–ballet has all these
delicate fingers. If you had more strength in the fingers, they were called hamburger
hands – that was a no-no, that was ugly. When I was in college and no longer taking
the jazz ballet classes that I had grown up teaching, my style started evolving, into
something where the aesthetics were little counters to the technique I was taught. I
became known for these claws that I would do, and people would joke about them as
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“jas hands.” Maybe this is in line with aging, being politicized in my early 20s,
distancing myself from biofamily, from femininity.

I used to feel a lot of resentment towards my training. I still feel like the “untrained”
body–not that anyone is untrained, because we’re all trained to compose our bodies–
but I think the untrained dancer has a beautiful movement quality when you’ve not
been taught the technique to know what’s good or bad. Even Morning Exorcise formed
from wanting to purge this training from my body, but now I think there’s more of an
appreciation and acceptance of it as part of the dance lineage that exists in my body,
alongside all of the other things that I’ve learned along the way. Now in my movements,
yes, there is this ugliness to the texture, and I’m not necessarily afraid of bringing back
some of my ballet training. They all flow and coexist. Lately, I’ve been feeling similarly
about biological family, childhood friends–just a bit more spacious with accepting all
of these as part of me. So maybe there’s been some digestion there. *laughs*

Photo of Future Conjure (performance, 2021), courtesy of artist
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FRUIT: Speaking of ugliness and spaciousness, I’m curious because so much of your
time earlier this year was about working for Mitski’s show. I loved how you talked about
tantrum for an earlier article (‘A deep dive into Mitski’s ritualistic dance routines’)
unpacking how tantrum builds up in our bodies as rage, but is labeled as something
that’s childish and wrong. What has it been like, working with tantrum as a
choreographer?

JAS: I think a tantrum is a form of exorcism, which I didn’t think about before working
with Mitski, until working with her lyrics. In choreographing for her tour, I was listening
to the set list on repeat everyday, pulling apart things that I detected and feelings that
I detected. Tantrum was a big one, because in her songs, there will be moments that
boil down to a “childlike sentiment” that is very simple but very potent. For example, in
“Washing Machine Heart,” towards the end she just repeats, “Do mi ti, why not me,
why not me?” Even the “do mi ti” reminds me of children singing do-re-mi-fa-so-la-tido. When a child says “why not me,” it just feels like a pure expression of emotion and
hurt, but when an adult says something like that, it just feels self-righteous or childish.
And in “First Love, Late Spring,” she has a line that says, “Lately I’ve been crying like
a / tall child… I’ve grown into / a tall child / and I don’t want to go home yet.” The “I
don’t want to go home yet” is very rhythmic, and the rhythm also just gets like boom,
boom, boom. It makes me think of a child clenching their first and stomping their feet,
like why not me! I don’t want to go home yet! That I don’t wanna, I don’t wanna, I don’t
wanna feeling.

It was from that place that I started thinking about adult tantrum as a choreographic
theme. In the choreography of “First Love, Late Spring,” this lyrical part is during the
bridge of the song. It’s really pretty and melodic until she [Mitski] sings, “I don’t wanna
go home,” and in the choreography during the bridge, she has her arms crossed
behind her back, doing this little cute skip, and then she suddenly goes into fists
clenched, stomp. There’s contrast there between the performance of sweetness that
isn’t necessarily authentic, but is how we socially perform for each other; and letting
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the part of us that feels hurt or unseen or unheard to fully possess our bodies. It’s
about letting the part that is begging to be seen and acknowledged to be seen in that
way, instead of pretending like it’s all okay. As someone who has a habit of
rationalizing my emotions, giving voice to the feeling feels necessary sometimes.
Handing the mic over to the part that feels hurt, to just say, why not me, without being
like, oh, well, yeah, I feel a little bit hurt that this didn’t happen for me, but I understand
because of x, y, and z. Just allowing that repressed emotion to have its moment in the
literal spotlight onstage, too.

Photo of lin’s Ghost Light Residency by Lorrin Brubaker
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Chè Anything

[Silas Chen]

1. red, white, and mung beans stewed into syrup sand
2. finger blocks of taro cooked to near dissolving
3. pale green pandan jelly (tapered, worm-like shapes)
4. multicolor agar cut in strips and ribbons
5. mini tapioca with their centers white like roe
6. all steeped in coconut milk, thick as heavy cream

i now understand that what you want to order at bambu is not milk tea but wet dessert
salad. we go to the park to eat what we’ve purchased. it’s still winter here and the
playground? quiet, damp with snow. i push you on the swing and you open your mouth
to scream! someone in the apartments overlooking slams their window shut. we hold
hands. i am filled with every liquid form of sugar. i look at our dessert and think: no ice,
next time.
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Six Erasures of Yelp Reviews of the Taco Bell on
Santa Rosa Street in San Luis Obispo, CA
[Caleb Nichols]
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ginger in case of turbulence

[Aanchal Saraf]

At the beginning, I had a difficult time finding ginger anywhere. My aunt drove down to
check on me, asking if she could bring me any food. I relayed the absence of ginger
in my life, and she echoed its lack, wondering who in white Connecticut was buying
up all the ginger in the first place. Nonetheless, when she came up to my doorstep,
there was a gnarled and giant root nestled amid frozen rotis and kachoris. Soon after
my aunt stopped by, my partner ran into a small market to grab a lemon, and exited
with both a lemon and a “surprise” for me. Another ginger root! A good friend, a few
days later, texted me to come outside. He too held a ginger root in his hands, and
handed it to me. Was ginger-gifting a kind of love language? Suddenly, I had too much
to reasonably get through without careful intervention. I set aside an hour on a Sunday
morning to dutifully peel all three roots with a spoon, and crammed them into a gallon
ziploc bag. I pushed the bag into my tiny freezer, between a bottle of unfinished tequila
from a year ago, and a soup I had made when it was colder and was now waiting until
autumn to revisit. I thought I had sealed it tightly, but ice crystals around root edges
begged to differ.

Ginger is medicinal, ayurveda says, doctors agree, your local bikram yoga spot
assures. This fucking Hindutva whatsapp meme says chew on ginger and turmeric
and your Covid will be cured. The thing is, though, people are dying because of ginger.
Keralan ginger farmers + Covid, it’s literally happening right now. Farmers in India call
it a risky business. Climate colonialism and global neoliberal capitalism are in cahoots,
causing ginger yield to drop and ginger prices to precipitously fall–farmer suicides
follow a devastatingly opposite trend. I mean to say, it’s all risky business, all of this. I
have so much ginger now, but it’s not working. Love coming at me from all sides, and
I feel gross. It turns out ginger can’t fix the mess we’re in. Maybe medicine only works
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when it’s bitter, and not in a fun way either (see: melons). And ginger tastes so good,
after all.

I break off a nub and grate it into my morning chai, careful to wait until the milk is hot,
so that the zingipain in my ginger doesn’t immediately curdle it. I learn about why this
happens, when I am careless enough, or impatient enough, or reckless enough to not
wait. The milk curdled, and I looked at it like it was a betrayal. My mama always said
to wait or the milk would “burst.” She always takes ginger ale on the airplane, she gets
so nauseous. It helps, she says. Apparently, that’s pseudoscience. I find myself asking
for the same.

For dishes that require bigger pieces, I let a broken-off piece defrost just a little on the
counter, before slicing it into long shards. But mostly, I grate. Into tea, into a hot pan
with onion and garlic already browning. Maybe if I was feeling vulnerable, I’d share
how chhonk is the basis of so much Indian cooking, but you already read that New
Yorker article, and I’m tired of explaining myself.

I took a bookmaking class, and we started the semester with linocuts. I forget what the
theme options were, but someone suggested “home” and I hated that theme but it won
anyway. Immigrants writing about home is always so annoying. I didn’t know what to
do, honestly, so I cut ginger and clove and cardamom into the linoleum. Years later, I
even got them tattooed on my body. I say it’s because I feel like I’ve made home
(collectively) when I’ve made someone chai, when they’ve had my chai because my
chai is very good. I dunno if that’s actually what home feels like. But then again, I
brought my copper chai pot with me into this temporary home to make it feel less
temporary. But there I go again, an immigrant writing about home. I’ll stop.

I’m unhappy with how my ginger tattoo looks, sometimes. It’s this ghostly thing. I asked
for shoots to be bursting out of the root itself, with leaves and wildness. Ginger plants
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don’t really have stems, even, just tightly wound leaves called pseudostems. The artist
superimposed the root onto the stems, which look woody and not pseudo at all, except
that they’re mysteriously fainter. Like he thought pseudo meant they should be in the
middle of disappearing, instead of preparing to unfurl.

Ginger is a warming spice, like cinnamon. My mama told me not to have too much in
the summer or I’ll break out. I want to say, you know ma, some people get fucked in
the ass with ginger year round, and they don’t have acne, I think. It’s called figging,
isn’t that funny? Fig as fruit and fig as verb that means to stick ginger up your ass or
the ass of another? Of course, I don't say that. You can’t really be your whole self with
your parents. Anyway, I had plenty of ginger this summer and my skin looks just fine.
Better than fine.

I’ve been feeling trapped, these days. A cafe I love closed permanently during the
pandemic. Not to make this about me, but this is so sad. Their honey-ginger-lemon
tea

was

so

good

because

it

was

sooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo gingery. It made me feel
better just to drink it, but as we’ve established, it’s sweet and peppery and perfect. No
bitterness means I’m still fucked. Figged.

I love the so much of ginger. When lesser cooks say be careful! Don’t let it overpower!
Ginger says fuck you! There’s a difference too, in ginger as foundation versus
supplement. In chhonk versus sweetener. Empire likes ginger best when it’s a hint-of,
just a tad, go easy on me. Not when it’s gloriously stinking up your kitchen and you
have to shut the door to your closet or your woolens will all smell of mustard oil in
perpetuity. I have no respect for precision, a teaspoon is only a teaspoon because we
say it is. Ginger is best measured by the knuckle of my thumb, or andaaz, or more is
more. Paul Hollywood’s assessment of your too-much-ginger gingerbread isn’t
personal, it’s just colonialism.
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This brings me to the topic of work/life balance. Ginger as self-help. Self-soothe when
I worry about the seemingly inescapable. I worry about my work often. I worry about
empire gorging on the Pacific until there’s nothing left. I worry about how my writing is
doing very little to change that. I worry about how desperately I want such basic,
absurdly simple things for this world I love, like housing and food and joy and sun, so
much it gives me heartburn. This is what I get for worrying in the summertime.

Hawaii exports the majority of its ginger to the US mainland, did you know? It’s
supposedly better than “foreign” ginger because of its smooth skin and plump hands.
But the ginger being grown is Chinese, and Hawaii is an illegally occupied kingdom,
so that sentence doesn’t make any sense. Except, maybe, that thing about plump
hands. That sounds cute.

In Hilo, on the Big Island, there is a street lined with imported Banyan trees and
invasive mongoose. It disoriented me, so I grasped wildly at what I thought I knew.
There, I mistook recognition for solidarity. I saw some things I could call Indian in origin,
and thought it was enough to cobble together a politics. Thought seeing myself in
something was how I built a better world for us both. I hope I’ve grown since then. But
so too has my sense of the struggle. How do you give yourself to something, when
everything is too much and there’s not enough of you to go around?

Once, I ate so much pickled ginger that I threw up. What a relief.
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That Hunger: Sense Memories of My First Year on T
[Oliver Rose Brown]

Self-betrayal is exquisite and I am glutted on the stuff.

Know this is about more than the two pumps of topical testosterone applied nightly in
lateral swirls over my decolletage and shoulders - more than its alcoholic sting could
ever account for. As soon as its cold translucence meets my skin I see why people
want it shot into their blood.

I get hooked on THC and oxytocin. I run from the feeling of my prescribed
mirtazapine; a dumbfounded fog like a cattle-prod to the head. I blink through redflags like I’ve never seen one before.

A week after I start T I am full of strange dreams. I cut my tongue to ribbons on a
diamond clit. I claw myself out of a mangrove swamp all mud-clad and sulphurreeking and start ripping up roots and stacking them in higher branches.

The waking world starts to come with new conditions, new observations:

as long as you don't go growing facial hair and
you look like you could be sixteen or forty years old all at once and
you are a

bashful/ wise

old /young

boy/ girl

and
I’m not the type of girl who could love you and
dysphoria raising its head again. I can’t watch Robert De Niro in all his Casino
handsome crispness put his arm around a woman's waist without wanting to yank off
my own skin, without wanting to be anyone anything other than this and
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a sharper eye for other butches, butches with grey hair and laugh lines and butches
with piercings and keys clipped deliciously, pendulously, at the belt and me turning to
butter for them and
we don’t bulk bill here, sorry, you really should have checked your account and
you’re a dude, Oli. I know you are. If I left you, you would die.
and
you need to get out of there your eyes look so hurt and lost and
ah, there’s that puppy dog look and
sorry we can’t give you anymore shifts. You seem really shy with the whole transition
thing, and

I become Handsome. I am shocked that being Handsome and powerful are not the
same, especially if you're not used to it. For me Handsome is seeming to never be in
the right place, and people supposing the right place is me in their pocket, me high
as a kite, me making them glow. Dating while on T goes only two ways: I am either
subsumed or held at arm's length and I take it all, either flavour. I get hooked on
grandstanding and being seen
as wild rough tough hard thing or
as dainty subby hungry thing;
I become a deft little ego project for any femme who gives me a damn and

you are so fucking delicious and
you really shouldn't be smoking so many cigarettes and
you’re fragile and you can’t handle it and
Is this the wrong bathroom? Did I come into the wrong one? and
you really shouldn't take your hormones like that and
your butch cock is getting bigger
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I wear my binder while running, while swimming, while fucking. I know it's bad, I
know. And yet. Vice grip thing of freedom. Sweat drenched rank cloth. Fraying. Mine.

Stubble begins to grow under my jaw, leaving angry little patches near my collar
bones when I sleep with my chin tipped. I keep pace of its growth not in the mirror
but in the roughness it leaves on thighs and faces that eat me up in their false
mirroring.
you fuck like you’re trying to prove something and
that hungry daze you fall into and

all the while Pot makes bright squares of the passing days that I can easily jump
through. When I’m high I giggle when the telly tells me to. I’m all agog in the big
lights . Let me have this with my gut out, my head thumping. And,
[behind my back through the walls] ‘Is she a she? What’s up with the face fluff? I can
hear her vibrator from the kitchen. She’s weird but I’d fuck her.’ and
[to my face] you’re one of the lads now, Oli

I need to sort my life out, get away from these people, but more than that I need to
taste everything that makes me feel like a cowboy in snakeskin boots.
Mum is that a lady? Mum, why can’t I point at the lady? and
that's okay I’m sort of a boy and a girl at once and
get away get away get away dagger look and

I stop hungering for those older butches and start burning with questions for them
does it normally feel so hard and bitter? and
when did you learn to stop clenching your jaw through the night? and
why is there still that pull to be held when dreams make their leap? and
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You have to spend most of your life sober and alone dude and
We aren’t disappointed in you, we are worried about you and

Trauma bonds are quick-toothed things snap-down gotcha-before-you-know-it type
things and lots of big bright futures can get pasted over your own behavior before
you realize how thin the glue is and

No neuronal misfiring can account for this, boy
There’s the chip there's the shoulder and

I think you like being the underdog

I realize that I have been betraying myself for some time now. I size up my jaw, my
moustache, my squared-out shoulders, hum deep and low and feel a thrill at my new
voice. I stop smoking, stop fucking, stop dating and getting on and getting blitzed. I
learn that no matter how far you feel from all those sunrisen people with purpose in
their step, there is always a way back. There is always a path home to yourself, and
it begins with blind animal faith. Faith in your voice wearing its new baritone, saying
darling,
darling,

I have been here all along.
I have loved you all the while.
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Housewarming

[Prerana Kumar]

The kitchen knived with sons of the house, sticky
fingered with champa oil and marigold sap leaking
under their feet; only achamma’s widowhood allowed
grace in this kitchen today, only achamma and her ash

saree steeped in jaggery, dropping hewn fruit into a pot
of sesame syrup, moaning praises to the roof she hopes

will hold vigil over some bodies; no fleshy rags
on this kitchen table, no tails of dishcloth, no sandalwood

entrails, not even the littlest baby of the family, wrapped
in whey kerchiefs and not yet had her first washing;

her mother at the outhouse rocking rocking her to quiet;
a new house cannot be touched by any body that might press

lips to its fresh paint, thicken it with the buttered
whisper of please, just a ladleful of kheer to go around;

only my uncle and his brothers gathering tender guava
to peel, watching me bend anklewards at the window,
feast on fruitskin they rain at my feet
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Some People Are Always Accounting For Taste
[Bradley David]

I do not like that pie. You have not made it well. Bad pies are not saved by good
excuses. They are both for the birds. You do not like how I do not like your excuses.
You say they’re artisanal, all parts intentional. I say they’re bad pies pawned as
mediocre stories. You may sow a fine pie tale, but do you know where your wheat
grows? Has it been a hard red winter or soft white spring? Can you taste sweat and
tobacco spit in your croûte à tarte terroir? Your bleach-bland dough slides down my
throat like a gopher swallowed by a snake. Sugar to make my jaw ache, like eating too
much cheap music. No grit for my ears or bite for my teeth. You say I don’t know a
good pie from a bad gas station snack and I do not tell you that I have lived forty-four
years in a dozen goddamn cities. I have tasted the baking air of this country’s best
pies and worst gas stations. The piss and vinegar. The drunk shitting in broad daylight
on a grocery store loading dock. Streaks of his hot shit sliding down the bricks where
your bone-bleached sugar is delivered. Retreating to the coast, I once watched a
seagull swallow an eel longer than a seagull. That fish fought its way down that rubberband gullet like a knot dying to untangle itself. Thus, I’m reminded that, from start to
finish, your pie might incite damage. Its sad sack of all-purpose stories. Its watereddown prose stirring my urgency for a roadside stop. You can't blame me for being city
pie weary. This traffic, these ramps, spinning me like a potter’s wheel; lumping and
splattering my ancient dough of rock flour and glacial milk. I know my kind when I see
it. My people of teeth and nails. Chewing. Chewing. Turning things over. Turning. We
don't smile for pretty pie photos. We know sweet photos fade and the best tasting pies
droop and spill and stain. So, I’ll be monitoring this descent closely and will hold you
responsible for anything medical. I’ll be monitoring all the ways you try to sell me badpretty postcard pies brushed with slick city stories. Your knife is nice—I am taking it.
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Three Poems

[Hieu Nguyen]

Hey whats up hey whats up hey whats up hey whats up hey whats up
hey whats up hey whats up hey whats up

for me a poem
needs to be depleted
before I can begin another
one like you
need to cum already
I have things to do: eat,
online sex workers to see and hang out with,
French baguettes to butter,
pomegranates to forage,
sing La Bohème opera
so I can imagine them later
while reminiscing about your foreskin richly
and how you taught me
sucking your sweet tongue til I touch your gold crown
means only just discovering
the melted snowtops of the soul
because it’s end of summer
immediately then secreting the soul through
a hole that is of course yours
a process that takes
a total of two hours
and that infrared heat radiation from a body
could be breathed in out

turned into energy

a renewable reusable resource
lifetimes of research done to figure out
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evaluate by backward design
you see man
has many eyes (by God’s mistake)
with that he can create
I can see everything
like you seriously
need to have cum already

Submission Kink

fuck me in angel position
with your perfect fat uncut cock

hahaha
and gods laugh

catholics believe he is always watching
ready for punishment

buddhists believe
in vegetarianism
you can eat a woman’s unfertilized eggs
even if you are sad, even if you are allergic to the salad

wake up & am buried six times
overlooking the horseshoe garden

it is wedding day, oh wedding day
first in a generation
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Jonathan’s Gaunt Abs Exposed in a Crop Top

oh, how I want to rip out
your cubic zirconia diamond bellybutton ring
oh, how it’s kind of almost Baroque pink
sparkling in a gay club even under the red Mars moon

but out it goes
you know
this family caches our fine jewelry in the dirt (of our skin)
and we only wear 30 karat gold

to puncture the core of the body
deeper than flesh
is to only have it be kissed
so the wound can heal
flowering with blood again
pink real

tell me, do you love yourself, Jonathan?

the new skin that reforms is the same skin from which you were born

touch it, is it still soft, Jonathan?
I guess what I am trying to ask you is

why do you fuck women and I fuck men?
my teachers tell me it’s human biology
I can only love myself incestually

a sister cell will always follow his sister cell from even across darkest tidal bores
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Eggs Benedict

[Stuart Rawlinson]

You had a dream last night and your new
thing is to not shy away from cliche —
something about sucking
on steak knives
in the night
'til you woke up
with a sore throat.
Just kidding. That didn't happen at all.
Can you even read this handwriting?

Me? You won't find me in there.
It was the same dream as ever —
trapped inside a picture
& crawling up
that painted kitchen scene.
Reaching for the hooks
at the top of the frame. Just kidding.
Do you write? That could
explain all this a lot better.
I work in a cafe all day long,
so all my poems are just about breakfast food.
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Grandma No Longer Makes Rempah

[Murphy]

When did the grieving begin and what did I eat when it started?
What did your kitchen smell like? Was it rempah, that magic paste? Or ikan bilis
fried with peanuts and crispy curry leaves? Or was it perhaps a quieter, more subtle
type of fragrance, like that of the ham sandwiches we shared so often, in those endless
numbered sunny afternoons? I might never know for sure.
What I do know is that everyone loved your cooking. Your food made them
happy, even the ones I’d consider your hardline detractors. I mean, Dad may have
gone decades without speaking directly to you, but he still holds your rempah in the
highest regard. He knows neither he nor Mom can do better. The best pot of beef curry
uses Grandma’s rempah as a base. Brother, on the other hand, remains the biggest
fan of your ikan bilis. He could finish the whole jar in a day, having it for all three meals
until there was nothing for me. It happened so many times that Mom would squirrel
away a small jar of ikan bilis for my sake.
Eating delicious food is easy. Letting go of grudges, which have festered for
decades and poisoned relationships, is not. It warps people. Makes them think they
can rave about your food and then continue to mostly ignore you. Mom is still the only
other person who speaks to you somewhat on the regular. Even Brother, with whom I
discuss almost anything, is strangely passé when we talk about you as a person and
not as a source of incredible food. This disappoints me the most about our family.
I visited you most during my college years. During those endless afternoons we
spent together, the sun shines and we eat ham sandwiches. You’ve had them specially
prepared. There’s chopped cucumbers, tomatoes and generous heaps of Danish ham
between two slices of white bread. There’s also just the tiniest bit of mayonnaise. The
TV is on, showing something inconsequential at a low volume, like the 563 rd episode
of a Taiwanese soap opera or a twenty-four-hour Chinese news channel that’s always
talking about food. You speak proudly of your ham sandwiches. So simple yet so good,
you told me. I loved those ham sandwiches.
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Here’s something you will never know: for many of those afternoons, I was not
supposed to be there. I was supposed to be in college but could not stomach being
there. So instead, I went to your place, a sanctuary where it didn’t matter if I was a girl
or a boy, a place where I was always welcome. Instead of coming home to Dad’s
interrogations, I sought refuge in sandwiches that Dad would consider a luxury. Danish
ham, I could almost hear him scoffing, how much did that cost?
I would find out years later that your favoured brand of ham cost about $2 more
on average. It’s not like you to pinch pennies or spend needlessly, it’s just that you
have different priorities. All the foodies in magazines talk about how transformative
good food is, and yet it can’t seem to transform our family. To make us have real
conversations. To help Dad dissolve the bitterness that sticks to him like raw onions.
Still, despite the six decades you had on me, you made it easy to sit with you for hours
just doing nothing.
In time, graduation came and with it, jobs and a lifelong commitment to a
woman. I moved out of the family home and into the unknown. I didn’t know then that
I’d just lost access to the last of the cooked food you bestowed upon us. I didn’t know
that I’d just started a mental journey on a downward slope that no amount of god-tier
ham sandwiches or rempah could ever fix. Our family ties soured further. Your already
quiet kitchen slowed its production to a crawl and then shut its doors entirely. Nobody
made the drive for your rempah anymore. Visits became fewer and further between.
Everyone was busy.
Then, the pandemic.
Lockdowns were mandated. People were allowed to gather in groups of two,
then five and then two again. People with white collar jobs brought their work laptops
home and stayed home. The Central Business District became a ghost town. You went
from spending most of your time at home to spending all of your time at home. Visits
to your place became regulated. Only two people were permitted in your room at once,
up from one when delta was wrecking its havoc across the island.
You retreated ever inward. Sleep would not come at night. Your room darkened
as your eyes became increasingly light-sensitive. The TV sat there, silently waiting to
be needed but the summons never came because even watching TV hurt your eyes.
There were fewer and fewer phone calls between us as speaking grew more difficult.
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Once during a visit, you told my wife and I to leave because not being able to chat like
we used to made you sad.

When did the grieving begin and what was I eating when it happened? When
did we start to lose you; and when did you first decide to pull away from us all? Did
Something Big happen before that or was it just a crushing amalgamation of a lot of
little Somethings?
According to a local care group for seniors, significant decrease in activity and
social changes, like withdrawing from people, are signs of deterioration related to endof-life. Although you’re still with us, I feel as though you’ve been leaving all this while.
As though you’ve been saying a million tiny goodbyes in a million different ways.
Maybe the closure of your kitchen signalled the beginning of an end. The moment you
set down your spatula. Ditching trips to malls, restaurants and supermarkets. Or
maybe it all began when you admitted that you didn’t have the stamina for a full day
of mahjong anymore.
It's been years since I last tasted your rempah.
All the same, there is a safe place in my mind, where I still go when I need it. It
looks so much like your old room, an oasis of ham sandwiches, milk tea and badly lit
Taiwanese soap opera. The curtain sways in the gentle breeze and warm sunlight
streams in. It is here, alongside promises of bottled rempah, ikan bilis and tins and
Danish ham, where comfortable silences live.
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The Luxury Cottage Players present
How Many Queer People Does It Take to Kill a Crab?
[K Blair]
The cast in order of appearance:

N, head chef & crab acquirer, currently sitting in an average London tube carriage,
surrounded by the uncomforting screech of the rails, the reminder not to obstruct the doors,
an abandoned metro newspaper taking up an entire seat, and a plastic bag at their feet,
ominously crinkling, as they type furiously on their phone.

S, our gracious host & willing accomplice, currently selecting their cosy fashion look to best
match the vibe of this planned get together, which is about eating good food, (crab selected
due to all participants being seafood enthusiasts) and watching Over the Garden Wall to
signal the arrival of Autumn.

K, dessert bringer & co-conspirator in transit, currently outside of London, approaching at an
average speed of a one-hour long podcast, also beside an abandoned metro newspaper
taking up an entire seat, flicking through Tumblr but will switch to crab recipes upon
receiving the following information, which is paraphrased:

N: Guys… the crabs… are alive… unexpected and terrible
S: Are we ready for that or do we just do shrimp and say crab?
N: I already bought them 😭😭😭😭
S: hahaha we’ll do the murder I’m down
N: I was paying and I saw it move
S: It’ll be a profound moment for us N
K: I think you put them in the freezer and that will make them not move
gotta boil them
N: Can’t wait to bond over this ritualistic murder
S: Do they have bands around their claws so at least they can’t fight back
N: oh well I’m on the tube now so I’ll come to accept it
uhhh I don’t remember
they’re double bagged so like they might actually suffocate
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K: this is what London is all about, someone on the tube suffocating crabs in a bag

Question: How many Queer people does it take to kill a crab?
A.
ONE - they who acquires the crab should be expected to enact the killing blow
B.
TWO - they who acquires the crab can have an emotional support friend, the one
who suggested murder in the first place and whose kitchen will be the crabs’ final
resting place
C.
THREE - the dessert bringer was the one to identify the correct method, thus
should bear witness to its enacting and also thinks that three has a Macbeth witches vibe,
only adding to the whole experience
D.
FOUR - the fiancé of the one who suggested murder, who is not in the
conversation but is in the house and is thus cordially invited to the ritualistic murder
E.
NO ONE - you should set the crabs free into the sewer system, thereby rivalling
the alligators of New York

We return to the cast list and the supporting players:

THE CRABS, arguably the stars of the show, & unbeknownst to our main cast, laden with
roe, currently shifting about in a plastic bag, perhaps aware of their fate, perhaps not,
perhaps, perhaps, perhaps.

PUMPKIN SPICE CAKE, not the leading lady but definitely winning best supporting role at
the Olivier awards, currently wrapped in brown paper and tin foil, her signature fragrance is
available in the lobby, along with a stack of signed photographs and the unmistakable
sensation of fallen leaves underfoot.

TODAY’S PRODUCTION IS SPONSORED BY ORANGE JUICE, CORN ON THE COB,
THE HEAD CHEF’S SECRET BLEND OF SPECIFIC SPICES, CORNBREAD, AND THE
DESIRE TO ABANDON ALL THAT YOU KNOW FOR A SEAFARING LIFE; TO TAKE UP
THE TITLE OF CRABCATCHER AND GAIN DEEP CALLOUSES FROM HAULING IN
NETS, YOUR SOUL BECOMING SALT BRINED AND FATHOMLESS IN ITS DEPTHS.

INTERVIEWER: So, could you tell us, in your own words, what the play is about?
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SCRIPTWRITER: It’s about who you want to be in the kitchen with. It’s about who you want to
eat at the table with. It’s about who you want in the kitchen. It’s about who you want at the
table. It’s about who will eat in the kitchen. It’s about who will eat at the table. It’s about the
kitchen. It’s about the table. It’s about the kitchen table. It’s about the hunger we all have in our
soul. It’s about the hunger we all have in our stomach. It’s about eating. It’s about eating. It’s
about eating. It’s about eating well. It’s about eating together. It’s about eating the year away,
piece by piece. It’s about having nothing left to say except I love you, I miss you, I am so glad you
are here and I am here and we are here together. It’s about the end of the hay harvest, the time
for churn supper. It’s quite literally about serving crab to your friends with pumpkin spice cake
for dessert.

The Association of Food Journalists give it FOUR STARS: (Extraordinary)
Transcendent. A one-of-a-kind, world-class experience. The pinnacle of cuisine.

Coming Soon to a living room near you! Free ladle with every bite
of word of mouth advertising!
(This is a lie, there are no free ladles)
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Memory

[arlo yaa]

My mother unturned the lock of our apartment door and slammed it wide open. In her
right hand, a bag with a Fish-o-Fillet sandwich and McDonalds apple pie, her favorite
she rarely shared. In her left hand, loads to complain to my father. I walked down the
hallway, away from my parents, my head hanging as low as it can get without snapping
my neck. I walked past the kitchen as the basketball highlights squawked from the tiny
television on top of our fridge. My father glared and smirked as he folded the lips of
his pine tarts with his floured fingers, ready to receive all the drama for his lonesome
amusement. I walked past the living room with the unplugged television on the cherry
wood shelving unit holding the glass angel my grandmother and I bought my parents
on a trip to Kings Plaza. There would be no Tiny Toons today.

Before I reached our bedroom door, my mother was already inside our one large closet
in the living room, on her knees, yelling, throwing boxes of her work shoes on the floor
to find a belt that would do. I got through the bedroom door, and turned around, resting
each foot bone and joint on the carpeted ground, making sure the door that won’t close
made the tinniest squeak. All of a sudden, she came bursting through, and I fell, heart
racing. Whoosh, you made us look like we deh-bad. Whoosh, I felt so embarrassed
you have no idea! Whoosh, look at how you were staring at the bhai eating his
sandwich like you would have been so happy if he offered you a piece! Whoosh, you
never eat from strangers! Whoosh, people must think we don’t feed you in here when
look how much you eat! In the living room, I cried sorry, tears and snot running down
my lips. I was confused, commanded I can no longer look at another person on the
bus, that I can’t really do anything but read books, go to school, come home, and do
homework. I didn’t know a stare could hold such power, that it can create up-turned
grins and general havoc.
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The Dead of Summer

[Sumedh Jog]

I remember the day Bobby uncle died.
It was past 4pm on a hot, sweaty afternoon in May. I was sitting in the balcony
trying to catch the evening breeze. The boys from my area, cooped up at home all
day, away from the scorching sun, had spilled out onto the road. The narrow street in
front of my house was their playground, and soon a noisy game of gully cricket was
underway. I sat all the way at the back of the balcony to make sure they wouldn’t see
me. Their loud and rough play scared me – I winced with every thwack as the bat
connected with the ball. But I was also drawn to their game – the sweat, the dust, the
excitement. The language – bhenchod, madarchod – so different from my ‘good-boy’
talk. Each time I heard a swear word, I would repeat it to myself, softly, taking pleasure
in the explosive, forbidden sounds.
I don’t know if Appa ever heard those kids – it was usually late by the time he
got back home from work. Even if he did, he pretended that he hadn’t. I don’t know
why Appa decided to move us there for two years. We were complete misfits – the
only family that got an English newspaper, the only kid who took the private bus every
day to St. Joseph’s Convent School. All the other kids walked to the municipal school
around the corner. I guess times must have been tough for a proud man like Appa to
have chosen to live in a locality that he clearly thought below his dignity. Of course, it
was out of the question that he would acknowledge any troubles to me, his son. The
prime imperative was that we should always seem like the perfect little family.
My friend Atanu, who knows me better than anyone else, tells me that I am still
too hung up about appearing perfect. I am not sure about that. Even at that time, I
knew that the other boys saw me as far from perfect. I had made some half-hearted
attempts at friendship when we moved there, but the things I had valued most had
turned into objects of ridicule in their hands. Appa had bought me a beautifully
illustrated encyclopaedia set from somewhere near VT. The first time I invited the boys
over, I brought the books out to show them, as if I were bringing out some rare
treasure. They pawed through the pages until they found a full-length illustration of
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Botticelli’s Venus. This set off such a hooting and hollering, that Amma had come to
check what was wrong. At least that saved my books from further damage.
Unfortunately, my stamp collection could not be saved. No sooner had I shown them
my collection than they began to grab at the stamps with both hands and stuff them
into their pockets. I gave up on philately altogether from that day.
My only friend in the building was Bobby uncle. He was about 22, some 7 or 8
years older than me. Bobby uncle’s father had passed away a couple of years ago
and he lived in the flat two floors above ours with his mother. She and my Amma
belonged to the same village near Ratnagiri. His mother reminded me of a 60s heroine
with her fair skin and brown eyes. Amma and Appa said it was unfortunate that Bobby
uncle had not inherited his mother’s good looks. But I did not agree with them. I still
thought he looked beautiful with his broad shoulders and his lush, curly black hair.
Bobby uncle was fond of me too. He was the only person I felt I could really talk to,
who didn’t chase me away when I started reciting the assorted trivia that I had picked
up from my vast collection of fact books.
I had gotten so wrapped up in my thoughts while watching the game, I didn’t
realize that I was now standing at the edge of the balcony, outside its shadowy
protection. One of the kids who was fielding on my side of the road spotted me. He
then called the rest of the gang. They crowded below my window and began calling,
“Ae chikne, neeche aa” And then, “Cricket khelega kya? Le pakad meri ball – here,
hold my ball.” All of this was accompanied by lusty whistles and wild gyrations of their
crotches.
One time, I had been naive enough to take the bait. I was using the school toilet
when some random guy from the tenth grade accosted me. “Leta hai kya?” he said.
“Kya lu?” I asked, and he proceeded to unzip his trousers and dangle his flaccid penis
in front of my face. But I had wised up since then, and as the boys continued to laugh,
I went back inside the house. In a few minutes, they had gotten bored and returned to
their game.
I got off easy that day because the chief bully was missing. His name was
Robin. Although he did not live in my building, he hung around there all the time. He
picked on me at any given opportunity. I tried my best to avoid him, but he would
always find me. In our quiet neighbourhood, it was easy for him to corner me. And his
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teasing always left me so red-faced that it was out of the question that I should ask for
help.
How he ragged me depended on his mood. Sometimes he was flirtatious. He
would say, “Jaan, give me a kiss. Is that so much to ask?” Other times he would make
fun of the way I walked and talked. “Cricket khelegi kya?” he would ask, holding the
bat in his limp wrists and swinging his hips. When his flunkies were around, he was
cruel. He would call me a faggot. He would block my path and not let me pass.
Of course, his words affected me, but with time I found that the best way to deal
with him was to ignore him and to take comfort in the cliched proverb that barking dogs
seldom bite.

All that changed one afternoon. I was hurrying home from my tuition class, with quick
wary glances to make sure I was safe. The streets were empty. But then, when I was
a couple of buildings from home, he jumped out of a doorway. “Ae Chameli, idhar aa.”
I hesitated for a moment, then went over.
As soon as I approached him, I saw that I had made a mistake. The glint in his
eyes told me he was in a vicious mood. The building lobby was quiet – it was just me
and him. He winked and took something out of his pocket. “Lollypop khaegi? I think
you’ll enjoy it. First, you’ll taste a little with your faggot tongue. And then you’ll take it
all inside your faggot mouth.” As he spoke, he unwrapped the lollypop, held it in front
of his crotch, and began to jerk it up and down.
I suppose that for all his bluster, I never imagined that he would ever have the
balls to touch me. And so, by the time I got some inkling of his intentions, it was too
late. He grabbed my arm, twisting it behind my back, and pushed me onto my knees.
My face was inches away from his crotch. I pushed back with all my strength but was
unable to free myself. He overpowered me without even breaking a sweat. Atanu tells
me that this incident is still so deeply etched in my mind, that he can read its effects in
the kind of man that I have grown up to become – in my sexual predilections, in my
obsession with strength and muscles, even in the long-sleeved clothes I wear, so that
no part of my arms is left exposed. I don’t know about that, but even today, when I
think back to how helpless I was that time, I cannot help feeling repulsed at myself.
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I let out a whimpering call for help. Just as I felt like I was about to pass out, I
heard a man’s forceful voice, “Let him go, Robin.” Robin’s grip loosened, but the
strength had gone from my limbs and I collapsed onto the floor. The man spoke again,
gently this time. “Are you hurt? Can you get up?” I looked up – it was Bobby uncle. A
wave of relief passed over me. I struggled onto my feet.
Robin shouted, “Kuch nahi hua hai usko. Nautanki sala. Fucking drama queen.”
Bobby uncle turned to him. “The next time I see you so much as talking to him,
I will break your teeth.” There was so much anger in his voice that Robin did not dare
lift his eyes. He disappeared from the building lobby.
“He’s just a bully. He won’t bother you anymore,’ Bobby uncle said. “Are you
sure you are ok?” I nodded, but Bobby saw me rubbing my arm where Robin had
pinned me down. “Maybe we should go upstairs and check that you’re alright?”
I followed him up to his flat. There was nothing seriously wrong with my arm,
the swelling would subside in a couple of days, he said. I was feeling thirsty, so he got
me some water. But as I picked up the glass, my hand began to tremble so violently
that the glass slipped out of it. I had been trying so hard to appear calm but looking at
the water splattered all over the floor, I could no longer hold back my tears. Bobby
uncle was flustered to see me crying. Then he gathered me in his arms. “Don’t you
worry. It’s going to be alright. It’s going to be alright.” As I stood there, with my head
against his chest, I could feel his heartbeat, the sweaty dampness of his shirt, the
aftershave he had used that morning. I felt so safe there, my head against his
shoulders, his voice in my ears.
But then something seemed to snap. He pushed me away. His face was flushed
and flecked with sweat. Looking about nervously, he walked to the window and drew
the curtains shut. Then with his back to me, he said in a queer voice, “I think...I think
you should leave now. That guy won’t bother you again.” He looked back at me for the
briefest moment. His face was such a welter of emotions that I could decipher nothing
of what he felt. He looked away again, silent. I slipped out of his flat and descended
the staircase to my house. The tears came back, but there was nobody to tend to them
now.
I spent the next few days refusing to leave the house and thinking obsessively
about what had happened: What had passed between us that day? Did it mean
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anything? And why had he let go so suddenly? At the end of the week, I decided to
speak to him.
But I never got the chance.

It was close to sunset. The gully cricket game was winding down when someone came
running from the railway station. A hush spread over the building as the news spread.
I caught a whisper here, a fragment there, “Found by the railway track”; “Bobby from
8B”; “So young”; “Accident? Who knows”. I found the whispers suffocating and rushed
to my room. As I lay on my bed, my eyes wide open, I listened to the throb of noises
outside all night long – the sound of crying, the siren of a police van, the shuffling of
the crowd gathered below, and the endless footsteps walking up and down.
With the self-involved instinct of a teenager, I blamed myself for what had
happened for a long time afterwards. When I was little, Amma used to tell me that I
had a black tongue – if I said something in anger or sorrow, then that thing would come
to pass. I don’t know if she truly believed this, or if she thought that this make-believe
magic would give some power to her otherwise weakling son. In any case, I was
convinced that my obsessive thinking was to blame for Bobby uncle’s death.
I am much older now, but questions still haunt me: it never was clear whether
his death was an accident or suicide. He never took the train to work. So what was he
doing at the railway station? And then the look on his face that day, that haunted look
in his eyes. I never talked about his death with anyone, not even Amma – I was too
afraid of arousing suspicions. I would catch whispers of conversation here and there,
but even those died out in a few weeks, leaving me with my questions: Who was he?
What happened that day? What was he so afraid of?
Atanu, who is always sensible about everything, thinks that it was an entirely
random event. He says that thousands of people die every year on the Bombay railway
tracks. He says that my need for explanations is so great, that I am willing to come up
with reasons, even if that means painting myself as the bad guy. He says that I am
blaming myself to cover up and forget that moment of cataclysmic loss. Like an addict
I’ve made guilt my drug of choice. That way, I can refuse to grow up and accept the
fact that shit happens.
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Maybe he is right. I don’t know. All I can tell you, Bobby, is that I think of you
every day. But I still don’t have the answers. I still can’t read your face. I still don’t
know. I just don’t know.
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WANT WANT WANT EAT EAT EAT
MORE MORE MORE

[Gabrielle Fullam]

I want some gossip
To chew on
So I ask my friend if she has broken it off with my other friend yet
Thinking: he can’t have been very good in bed,
She says she has.
Then I’m thinking about breakups and bad sex so I:
Remember a bad sex boy who broke up with me
(he broke up with me)
And is now apparently seeing this girl
That I think is really cringe and racist.
I feel nothing
Just a strong gut feeling
Hoping she doesn’t think she’s got one up on me

I left ten euro on your floor this morning.
I’ll have to go back for it
If I want to eat
(And I always want to eat.)
I eat more than you.

I text my other friend and I say:
Isn’t it weird Jamie and Sam have matched on tinder like
Three times.
I feel empty
I consider filling up by scrolling scrolling scrolling through the instagrams
Of your ex-girlfriends, the girls you’ve matched with on tinder.
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Instead, I buy a 60c banana from the perch
I am drinking a white chocolate mocha
Which I normally don’t do
Which I’ve texted you about
Which you haven’t replied to yet.

I think about you and other girls
Fucking other girls.
Fucking and fucking and fuckingGirls who I know
And who know me.
But I’m the one that bites down into the nook of your neck
The bruises are only light.
(It’s like: mine mine mine mine mine)
I think: You’re sick, Gabi, I think,
You’re sick in the head.
And then I
Pull down my mask
To bite into my banana
As my phone lights up with a text.
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mentereng flashy, kinclong mengkilat shiny
[Maria Gerdyman]

Ima
Dentist program
4 yrs younger
Mom was 4 yrs old
From central java
Cowl neck blue dress
Me dad and her went with mercedez sports car
Vomiting in the car, grandma was holding her barf in her hands twilight style
They asked me what i wanted to eat
Godok, frog- dad was so mad
In the village no chinese restaurant
Eventually ima moved to jkta
Husbands Business to install aircon
Wens was a maintenance engineer for proctor and gamble
Daddy hired him to install ac in the factory (didnt know at first it was imas husband)
Ima came to the us to send the kids
We were in berkeley and we drove them around
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Artist Biographies

jas lin 林思穎 (they/them) is a performance artist, choreographer, and constant
(un)becoming born and based on Tongva Land (Los Angeles). lin stages exorcisms
and tantrums for purging choreographies of the learned body and shutting down
internal and external surveillance cameras that suggest there is a Proper way to move
through the world. their practice of deep feeling is invested in re-membering what the
body has been manipulated into forgetting. they value performance as a ritual of deep
presence– by returning to our senses, we can reawaken to our possibility, connection,
and agency within the world around us. lin’s practice emerges from a vast lineage of
teachers, from friendships to films to flowers. centering play in the everyday, they
experiment with multiplicity and contradiction while dancing with the world as their
body. jas worships the elsewhere and the otherwise, and loves to co-create shared
fugitive worlds and live in them. their choreographies, films, workshops, and lectures
have been shared around the world, including at Danshallerne Copenhagen, MOCA
Los Angeles, Power Station of Art Shanghai, Kassel Dokfest, and Mitski’s Laurel Hell
Tour. jas is committed to the life-long processes of un-learning and un-teaching
hierarchical, Othering, and superficial ways of moving, being, sensing, and knowing.
they believe movement to be a manifestation and actualization of potentiality– that
together, we can dance the possible into being.
Silas Chen is an artist and writer living in Chicago. He’s interested in botanical
subjects and translation across language, form, and time.
Caleb Nichols (he/they) is a writer, musician and librarian from California, occupying
Tilhini, the Place of the Full Moon, the unceded territory of the yak titʸu titʸu yak tiłhini
tribe. His poetry has been featured in Hoax, Redivider, perhappened mag, and DEAR
Poetry Journal, among other publications and his chapbook Teems///\\\Recedes which
Chen Chen called ‘a gorgeous abundance’ is out from Kelp Books. Caleb’s debut solo
album Ramon, a queer rock opera based on the Beatles song ‘Mean Mr. Mustard,’ is
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forthcoming on Kill Rock Stars, and he is a PhD candidate in Creative Writing at
Bangor University in Wales. Caleb also owns and operates the SLO Book Bike, a
queer-owned, bike-powered, pop-up bookshop in San Luis Obispo, and works as a
librarian at Cal Poly State University.
Aanchal Saraf is a gulf coast gremlin and Ph.D. candidate at Yale writing about
culture, Asian America, and overlapping imperialisms in the Pacific. You can find
Aanchal feeding people irl and fanning flames url @aanch__ (Twitter) and
@guava.drama (Instagram).
Oliver Rose Brown is a transmasculine entity writing poetry and prose in the flesh
realm. Their work has appeared in Aniko Press, Bareknuckle Poet, Baby Teeth Arts
and more. You can find their writing @genderlessdryad
Prerana Kumar is an Indian writer based in London. She has received her MA in
Creative Writing from UEA and has been shortlisted for Nine Arches Press' Primers
scheme and The White Review Poet’s Prize 2022. She was recently digital poet-inresidence for Poetry Business and has been published in Magma, The White Review,
Barren, and Ink Sweat & Tears amongst others. She is also a graduate of The Writing
Squad.

Bradley David's poetry and prose appear in Plainsongs, Bureau of Complaint, Stone
of Madness, Milk & Cake Press, Spuyten Duyvil Dispatches Editions, and others. New
work is forthcoming in Allium, Torrey House Press, Exacting Clam, and Simple
Machines. His work can be found at linktr.ee/bradleydavid
Hieu Nguyen currently lives in NYC and is a graduate student at Columbia University.
His work has been published by emerge Journal and the American Anthropological
Association. Lana del Rey followed him (@grandaddysupreme) on Instagram until she
deactivated her account forever.
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Stuart Rawlinson (he/him) is a queer writing living in Glasgow, where he works as a
software developer. Previous work of his can be found in Impossible Archetype,
Gutter, SPAMzine, and A Queer Anthology of Rage (Pilot Press, 2018), among other
places. His micro-chapbook 'main args' is available as part of the Ghost City Press's
2021 Summer Series. He is on twitter and instagram at @averagegatsby_
Murphy is a recovering film studies grad who strings sentences together for a living
at an undisclosed location. She survives on all things horror related and bak chor mee
or fishball noodles as it’s commonly called in Singapore.
K.Blair (she/they) is a member of London Queer Writers and helps to run/host their
LGBTQ+ spoken word night, SPEAK =. They love subjecting their friends to bad
animated movies and have so far managed to avoid being subjected to Cats (2019)
by the same friends. Find her in the wild, on Twitter: @WhattheBlair, and Instagram:
@urban_barbarian, and their website, www.kblair.co.uk
arlo yaa is a Black Asian Guyanese-American genderqueer student with disabilities,
living and surviving in New York City. Xhey use xhey/xhem/xheirs pronouns,
pronounced with a 'z'.
Sumedh Jog lives and works in Mumbai. He has started writing recently and his work
has been published in the Bombay Review, the Sunflower Collective and the Queer
Southeast Asia literary journal. He is a serious birder and is learning Indian classical
music.
Gabrielle Fullam is a Punjabi-Irish writer based in Lucan, Dublin. She is currently
editor in chief of Icarus Magazine, Ireland's oldest literary journal. Her work is about
her home, her experiences, and the politicization of the self. Her most recent play 'Do
As I Tweet Not As I Do' received 9 nominations at the Irish Student Drama Awards.
Her academic research centres on documenting and understanding mixed-race
experience.
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mister maria gerdyman is a jelly enthusiast and amateur masseuse who cares about
making everybody feel heard, slugs included. they are currently staying with their
grandmother in surabaya, indonesia.
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